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Love Happened with a simple sketch of a chair over cocktails in a New York City 

lounge. As the grace of the pen took to the paper my desire to possess this chair 

and create more pieces with the same empowerment became my mission. 

Never has the time felt more right for me than now to create a brand that is 

truly a personal reflection of who I am. KOKET offers a glimpse into my world and 

everything that moves me. It is all of what I believe in, where I have been, and 

where I will take the brand will be closely tied to my personal growth. 

I am comfortable taking risks  and often, turning heads and commanding 

attention. KOKET is not about design trends or fulfilling design voids.  It is a highly 

edited collection—not just of pieces of furniture, but a collection filled with the 

experiences, simple pleasures, passions and life events that have shaped me. 

Thru KOKET I will share ma joie de vivre and coquettish frill while  empowering you 

to follow my lead and take risks to create your own sense of individual style for 

yourself, your home and how you live. 

Fall in love with KOKET & let me empower you thru my collection.

Letter

Janet Morais
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About

Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the 

notoriously risqué ad campaigns, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s 

mission which is to create highly desirable empowering statement pieces. 

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in 

the Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence Collections. Composed of dramatic case 

goods, luscious upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which will 

mesmerize with their magical mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones 

and exotic peacock feathers. 

KOKET’s savoire faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans 

and jewelers who leave no detail or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers 

are a group of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are 

led by Janet’s creative eye and almost fanatic strive for perfection. 

The brand is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled individuals who 

strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the 

collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and 

luxury retail stores.
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DIVINE | ARMOIRE P.21

ORCHIDEA | CHEST P.24

ALLURE | DINING TABLE P.29

ORCHIDEA | CONSOLE P.38

LURIDAE | CONSOLE P.39

MADEMOISELLE | ARMOIRE P.20

SPELLBOUND | CABINET P.25

ENCHANTED | DINING TABLE P. 28

BURLESQUE | CONSOLE P.34

UNTAMED | CONSOLE P.34

CAMILIA | ARMOIRE P.21 CAMILIA | CABINET P.24

EXOTICA | DESK P.35 OBSSEDIA | DINING TABLE P.28

YASMINE | DINING TABLE P.29 INTUITION | DINING TABLE P.26

TEMPTATION | CONSOLE P.35 EXOTICA | DRESSING TABLE P.38

OBSSEDIA | CONSOLE P.39 KIKI | SIDE TABLE P.30

Overview
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ENCHANTED | SIDE TABLE P.32

ORCHIDEA | BED SIDE TABLE P.32

ADDICTA | MIRROR P.42

YASMINE | SIDE TABLE P.30

IVY | COFFEE TABLE P.33

GUILT| MIRROR P.43

EXOTICA | SIDE TABLE P.32 CABRIOLE | SIDE TABLE P.33

JEZEBEL | SCREEN P.41 EUPHORIA | SCREEN P.41

RÊVE | MIRROR P.43
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REPTILIA | SOFA P.50

DESIRE | CHAIR P.58

ENCHANTED | SOFA P.53 ENVY | CHAISE LONG P.64 PRIVÊ | DAY BED P.64

DRAPESSE | SOFA P.54 DRAPESSE | CHAIR P.60 GEISHA | CHAIR P.59

NESSA | SOFA P.55CHIGNON | SOFA P.54SEVILLIANA | SOFA P.55 DELICE | SOFA P.54

VAMP | SOFA P.53 COLLETE | SOFA P.53 CAPRICHOSA | SOFA P.52

GEISHA | SOFA P.55

DESIRE | SOFA P.52

MISTRESS | CONFIDANTE P.49 MANDY | SOFA P.52FORBIDDEN | BED P.46
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INCANDO | BAR STOOL P.68 NESSA | BAR STOOL P.69

IGNITE | BENCH P.66

CHANDRA | CHAIR P.60

MANDY | STOOL P.67INCANTO | STOOL P.67

LÉ-LÉ | BENCH P.66

DÉLICE | CHAIR P.58

CHANDRA | DINING CHAIR P.62

TRÉSOR | STOOL P.67

CHIGNON | CHAIR P.59 ENIGMA | CHAIR P.61 BESAME | CHAIR P.61

MIMI | CHAIR P.59 NESSA | CHAIR P.58 DELICIOSA| CHAIR P.61

ENCHANTED | DINING CHAIR P.63 ENCHANTED II | DINING CHAIR P.63

CHANDRA | BAR STOOL P.69

ENCHANTED | BAR STOOL P.68
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NYMPH | SCONCE P.83

FLORA | SCONCE P.82

BOTANICA | SCONCE P.83

GEM | TABLE LAMP P.87

CHLOE | SCONCE P.83

PASSION | SCONCE P.82 LOTUS | FLOOR LAMP P.84

BRILLIANCE | SCONCE P.82

ETERNITY | SCONCE P.83

VIVRE | SCONCE P.82ETERNITY SQUARE | PENDAT P.78GIA | PENDANT P.73

HYPNOTIC | CHANDELIER P.74

NYMPH | CHANDELIER P.76

VIVRE 2 RINGS | CHANDELIER P.81VIVRE SQUARE | CHANDELIER P.80

GIA | CHANDELIER P.73

VIVRE RECT. | CHANDELIER P.80

ETERNITY | CHANDELIER P.78 ETERNITY II | CHANDELIER P.78
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ORILAG CREAM | THROW P.89 CHINCHILLA | THROW P.89

MINK EXPRESSO | THROW P.89

BLACK COBRA | RUG P.91 STINGRAY EMBOSSED 
COWHIDE BLACK | RUG P.91

STINGRAY EMBOSSED 
COWHIDE GRAY | RUG P.91

METALLIC PEWTER | RUG P.91 METALLIC NICKEL | RUG P.91

ORILAG CAFE | THROW P.89

REX RABBIT | THROW P.89

METALLIC GOLD | RUG P.91 METALLIC BRONZE | RUG P.91

RABBIT WITH LEATHER
THROW P.89

MINK CREAM | THROW P. 89

LASER CUT RABBIT EXPRESSO 
THROW P.89

LASER CUT RABBIT BLACK
THROW P.89

MINK CAFE | THROW P.89
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Casegoods





MADEMOISELLE | ARMOIRE

W 120cm | 47,24’’  D 52cm | 20,47’’ H 210cm | 82,68’’ 
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W 110cm | 46,22’’  D 48cm | 19,45’’  H 255cm | 100,4’’ 

W 110cm | 46,22’’  D 48cm | 19,45’’  H 255cm | 100,4’’ 

CAMILIA | ARMOIRE

DIVINE | ARMOIRE
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CAMILIA | CABINET

ORCHIDEA | CHEST

W 182cm | 71,65’’  D 48cm | 18,9’’  H 90cm | 35,43’’ 

W 182cm | 71,65’’  D 48cm | 18,9’’  H 90cm | 35,43’’ 
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SPELBOUND | CABINET

W 205cm | 84,6’’  D 55cm | 21,7’’  H 90cm | 35,43’’ 
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INTUITION | DINING TABLE

Dia. 152cm | 60’’ or  Dia. 182cm | 72’’  H 78cm | 30,7’’ 
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OBSSEDIA| DINING TABLE

ENCHANTED | DINING TABLE

W 243cm | 95,7’’  D 110cm | 43,3’’ H 77cm | 30,3’’ 

Dia. 152cm | 60’’ or Dia. 182cm | 72’’ H 78cm | 30,7’’ 
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ALLURE | DINING TABLE

YASMINE | DINING TABLE

Dia. 152cm | 60’’ or  Dia. 182cm | 72’’  H 78cm | 30,7’’ 

Dia. 152cm | 60’’ or  Dia. 182cm | 72’’  H 78cm | 30,7’’ 
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KIKI | SIDE TABLE

YASMINE | SIDE TABLE

Dia. 68cm | 26,80’’  H 69cm | 27,17’’

W 56cm | 22’’  D 61cm | 24’’  H 54cm | 21,3’’
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ENCHANTED | SIDE TABLE

ORCHIDEA | SIDE TABLE

EXOTICA | SIDE TABLE

Dia. 46cm | 18’’  H 55cm | 22’’ 

W 66cm | 26’’  D 45,5cm | 17,9’’  H 62cm | 24’’

W 66cm | 26’’  D 45,5cm | 17,9’’  H 62cm | 24’’
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IVY | COFFEE TABLE

CABRIOLE | SIDE TABLE

W 100cm | 39,4’’  D 100cm | 39,4’’  H 35cm | 13,8’’ 

W 66cm | 26’’  D 45,5cm | 17,9’’  H 62cm | 24’’
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UNTAMED | CONSOLE

BURLESQUE | CONSOLE

W 145 cm | 57,1’’  D 45,5cm | 17,9’’  H 82cm | 32,3’’ 

W 145 cm | 57,1’’  D 40cm | 15,75’’  H 90cm | 35,43’’
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TEMPTATION | CONSOLE

EXOTICA | DESK

W 140cm | 55,12’’  D 48cm | 19’’  H 90cm | 35,43’’ 

W 160cm | 62’’  D 70cm | 27’’  H 76cm | 29’’
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ORCHIDEA | CONSOLE

EXOTICA | DRESSING TABLE

W 150cm | 59,1’’  D 40cm | 15,7’’  H 90cm | 35,4’’ 

W 150cm | 59,1’’  D 40cm | 15,7’’  H 90cm | 35,4’’ 
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LURIDAE | CONSOLE

OBSSEDIA | CONSOLE

W 144cm | 57’’  D 40cm | 15,7’’  H 90cm | 35,4’’

W 150cm | 59,1’’  D 50cm | 19,68’’  H 91cm | 35,83’’
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JEZEBEL | SCREEN

EUPHORIA | SCREEN

W 150cm | 59,1’’  D 50cm | 19,68’’  H 91cm | 35,83’’

W 161cm | 63,39’’  D 4cm | 1,57’’  H 210cm | 82,7’’ 
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ADDICTA | MIRROR

W 200cm | 78,7’’  D 6cm | 2,4’’  H 160cm | 63’’ 
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GUILT | MIRROR

RÊVE | MIRROR

Dia. 150cm | 61’’  D 20cm | 7,87’’’ 

Dia. 160cm | 63’’  D 20cm | 7,87’’
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Upholstery



FORBIDDEN | BED

 HEADBOARD: W 254cm | 100’’  D 76,2cm | 30’’  H 152,4cm | 160’’ 

BED BASE: W 198,1cm | 78’’  D 203,2cm | 80’’  H 305cm | 12’’
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MISTRESS | CONFIDANTE

Dia. 130cm | 51,2’’  H 93cm | 36,6’’
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REPTILIA | SOFA

W 385cm |151,6’’  D 146cm | 57,5’’ H 78cm | 30,7’’
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DESIRE | SOFA

MANDY | SOFA

CAPRICHOSA | SOFA

W 145 cm | 57,1’’’  D 93 cm | 36,6’’  H 80 cm | 31,5’’

W 173cm | 68,1’’’  D 78cm | 30,7’’  H 78cm | 30,7’’

W 240cm | 98,48’’  D 95cm | 37,40’’  H 95cm | 37,40’’
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VAMP | SOFA

COLETTE | SOFA

ENCHANTED | SOFA

W 245cm | 96,5’’  D 130cm | 51,2’’  H 85cm | 33,5’’

W 250cm | 98,4’’ D 70cm | 27,6’’  H 68cm | 26,7’’

W 173cm | 68,1’’ D 78cm | 30,7’’ H 78cm | 30,7’’
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DÉLICE | SOFA

CHIGNON | SOFA

DRAPESSE | SOFA

W 140cm | 55,1’’  D 70cm | 27,6’’  H 77cm | 30,31’’

W 140cm | 55,1’’  D 70cm | 27,56’’  H 77cm | 30,31’’

W 166cm | 65’’  D 72cm | 28,3’’  H 165cm | 65’’
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NESSA | SOFA

GEISHA | SOFA

SEVILLIANA | SOFA

W 124cm | 48,8’’  D 65cm | 25,6’’  H 70cm | 27,6’’

W 130cm | 51,2’’  D 90cm | 35,4’’  H 77cm | 30,3’’

W 210cm | 82,67’’  D 100cm | 39,37’’  H 92cm | 36,32’’
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NESSA | CHAIR

DÉLICE | CHAIR

DESIRE | CHAIR

W 62cm | 24,4’’  D 65cm | 25,6’’  H 70cm | 27,7’’

W 65cm | 25,59’’  D 70cm | 27,6’’  H 77cm | 30,31’’

W 86cm | 33,9’’  D 71cm | 28’’  H 81cm | 31,9’’
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GEISHA | CHAIR

MIMI | CHAIR

CHIGNON | CHAIR

W 71cm | 27,59’’  D 68cm | 26,77’’  H 76cm | 29,92’’

W 85cm | 33,46’’  D 85cm | 33,46’’  H 82cm | 32,28’’

W 70cm | 27,56’’  D 70cm | 27,56’’  H 77cm | 30,31’’
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DRAPESSE | CHAIR

CHANDRA | CHAIR

W 83cm | 32,7’’  D 71cm | 28’’  H 163cm | 64,2’’

W 68cm | 26,8’’  D 49cm | 19,3’’  H 62cm | 24,4’’
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ENIGMA | CHAIR

BESAME | CHAIR

DELICIOSA | CHAIR

W 72cm | 28,35’’  D 78 cm | 30,70’’  H 78 cm | 30,70’’

W 96cm | 37,79’’  D 73cm | 28,74’’  H 83cm | 32,68’’

W 65cm | 25,59’’  D 70cm | 27,6’’  H 77cm | 30,31’’
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CHANDRA | DINING CHAIR

W 68cm | 26,8’’  D 49cm | 19,3’’  H 78cm | 30’’
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ENCHANTED II | DINING CHAIR

W 47cm | 18,5’’  D 50cm | 19,7’’  H 100cm | 39,4’’
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ENVY | CHAISE LONG

PRIVÊ | DAY BED

W 180cm | 70,87’’  D 70cm | 27,56’’  H 72cm | 28,35’’

W 170cm | 66,93’’  D 72cm | 28,35’’  H 68cm | 26,67’’
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IGNITE | BENCH

LÉ-LÉ| BENCH

W 160cm | 63’’  D 58cm | 22,83’’  H 52cm |20,47’’ 

W 140cm | 55,12’’  D 48cm | 18,11’’  H 58cm | 22,83’’ 
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TRÉSOR | STOOL

MANDY | STOOL

INCANTO | BENCH

W 40cm | 15,7’’  D 40cm | 15,7’’  H 45cm | 17,7’’ 

W 53cm | 20,87’’  D 35cm | 13,58’’   H 45cm | 17,72’’ 

W 45cm | 17,72’’  D 55cm | 21,65’’  H 56cm | 22,05’’ 
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ENCHANTED | BAR STOOL

INCANTO | BARSTOOL

W 68cm | 26,8’’  D 50cm | 19,7’’  H 110cm | 43,3’’ 

W 45cm | 17,72’’ D 55cm | 21,65’’ H 105cm | 41,5’’ 
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CHANDRA | BAR STOOL

NESSA | BAR STOOL

W 68cm | 26,8’’  D 49cm | 19,3’’  H 105,4cm | 41,5’’ 

W 50cm | 19,7’’  D 48cm | 18,89’’  H 110cm | 14,3’’ 
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Lighting





GIA | CHANDELIER

GIA II  | CHANDELIER

GIA | PENDANT

Dia. 80cm | 31,5’’  H 200cm | 78,7’’

Dia. 50cm | 19,7’’  H 200cm | 78,7’’

Dia. 20cm | 7,9’’  H 200cm | 78,7’’
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HYPNOTIC | CHANDELIER

Dia. 80cm | 31,5’’  H 200cm | 78,7’’
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NYMPH | CHANDELIER

Dia. 75cm | 29,5’’  H 75cm | 29,5’’
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ETERNITY | CHANDELIER

ETERNITY II| CHANDELIER

ETERNITY | PENDANT

ETERNITY III | CHANDELIER

Dia. 80cm | 31,5’’  H 30cm | 11,8’’

D 80cm | 31,5’’  H 10cm | 4,8’’

ROUND: Dia. 30cm | 11,8’’    H 30cm | 11,8’’ 

SQUARE:  W 30cm | 11,8’’  D 30cm | 11,8’’  
H 30cm | 11,8’’ 

W 130cm | 51,18’’  D 60cm | 23,62’’  H 30cm | 11,8’’ 
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VIVRE SQUARE | CHANDELIER

VIVRE RECTANGULAR| CHANDELIER

W 63cm | 24,80’’  W 63cm | 24,80’’  H 43cm | 16,93’’

W 105cm | 41,34’’  D 43cm | 16,93’’ H 43cm | 16,93’’
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VIVRE | CHANDELIER

VIVRE 2 RINGS| CHANDELIER

Dia. 70cm | 27,56’’  H 43cm | 16,93’’

Dia. 70cm | 27,56’’  H 73cm | 28,74’’
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VIVRE | SCONCE

BRILLIANCE | SCONCE

FLORA | SCONCE

PASSION | SCONCE

W 32cm | 12,06’’  D 18cm | 7,09’’  H 43cm | 16,93’’ 

W 50m | 19,7’’  D 15cm | 5,9’’  H 50cm | 19,7’’

W 25cm | 9,8’’  D 23cm | 9’’  H 70cm | 27,6’’

W 32cm | 12,6’’  D 15cm | 5,91’’  H 40cm | 15,75’’ 
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ETERNITY | SCONCE

NYMPH | SCONCE

CHLOE | SCONCE

BOTANICA | SCONCE

W 26cm | 10,24’’  D 18cm | 7,09’’  H 62cm | 24,41’’ 

W 26cm | 10,2’’  D 18cm | 7,9’’  H 62cm | 24,4’’ 

W 28cm | 11’’  D 19cm | 7,5’’  H 70cm | 27,6’’

W 35cm | 13,8’’  D 15cm | 5,91’’  H 45cm | 17,7’’ 
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LOTUS | FLOOR LAMP

Dia. 55cm | 21,7’’ H 210cm | 82,64’’ 
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GEM | TABLE LAMP

Dia. 37cm | 14,57’’  H 84cm | 33,07’’
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LASER CUT RABBIT  | THROWMINK | THROW

REX RABBIT | THROW

RABBIT WITH LEADER  | THROWCHINCHILA  | THROW

ORILAG  | THROW

W 120cm | 48’’  L 180cm | 70’’or 
W 180cm | 70’’  L 240cm | 94’’

W 120cm | 48’’  L 180cm | 70’’ or 
W 180cm | 70’’  L 240cm | 94’’

W 120cm | 48’’  L 180cm | 70’’or 
W 180cm | 70’’  L 240cm | 94’’

W 120cm | 48’’  L 180cm | 70’’or 
W 180cm | 70’’  L 240cm | 94’’

W 120cm | 48’’  L 180cm | 70’’or 
W 180cm | 70’’  L 240cm | 94’’

W 120cm | 48’’  L 180cm | 70’’or 
W 180cm | 70’’  L 240cm | 94’’
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METALLIC | RUGS
W 140cm | 4.6ft  L 200cm | 6.56ft or 
W 260cm | 8.53ft  L 350cm | 10.5ft 
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Technical
Drawings

MADEMOISELLE | ARMOIRE CAMILIA | ARMOIRE

CAMILIA | CABINET ORCHIDEA | CHEST SPELLBOUND | CABINET

DIVINE | ARMOIRE

EXOTICA | DESK OBSSEDIA | DINING TABLE ALLURE | DINING TABLE

ENCHANTED | DINING TABLE YASMINE | DINING TABLE INTUITION | DINING TABLE

W  110cm|46,22" D  48cm|19,45"  H  210cm|82,68"

This utterly desirable double door pagoda top 
armoire is covered in delicate iridescent peacock 
feathers, each individually placed. An exquisite 

metal ribbon opens the doors to a lavish interior 
graced with four antique mirror drawers & two 
adjustable glass shelves. Body finished in high 

gloss black lacquer, peacock feather covered doors, 
and base and top covered in gold leaf.

W  200cm|78"  D  48cm|18"  H  90cm|35"

The vintage-inspired drama of this elegant chest 
captures the essence of haut style. Sensuous 

curves and subtle gold gilt makes the Orchidea 
an irresistible choice. Oval top in ebony veneer 
structure in high gloss black lacquer with four 

drawers lined in black velvet. Doors and drawers 
adorned with cast bronze orchid handles 

supported by a polished brass base. 

W  200cm|78"  D  48cm|18"  H  90cm|35"

There is a sense of reveal & conceal as KOKET 
takes a beautiful chest form in high gloss black 

lacquer and adorns it in metal aged brass organic 
lace, revealing a mesmerizing hint of what 

lies beneath. Interior composed of 4 drawers 
embellished with organic work hardware in aged 

brass, finish to match exterior. 

W  182cm | 71,65" D  48cm|19,45"  H 90cm | 35,43"

Designed passionately the Camilia was created 
to grace the most regal of dining rooms with its 

elegance and splendour. Inspired by the aristocratic 
palaces of Egypt, the mother of pearl Camilia 
is crowned by artisan hand-carved peacock, 

meticulously engraved and delicately finished in gold 
leaf. The structure is adorned with mother of pearl, 

opening to poplar wood veneer finish composed of 4 
drawers and 2 cabinet compartments.

W  160cm|62" D  70cm|27"  H  76cm|29"

Exuding feelings of fantasy, this highly coveted 
dressing table is bold, daring and seductive. 

Structure in high gloss black lacquer with the ultra-
soft reptile embossed velvet framing a gold metal 

top is juxtaposed with mesmerizing movements of 
emerald crystal tassels. 

Dia. 152cm|60" or Dia. 182cm|72" H 78cm | 30,7"

Our artisans have masterfully captured the alluring 
essence of an enchanted forest with this dining 

table. Its antique gilded branch like structure can’t 
help but mesmerize the beholder. Top in birds eye 
veneer complimenting a cast brass oxidized gold 

plated base. 

Dia. 152cm | 60" H 78cm|30,7"

A central piece to any space, the contemporary 
design of the Yasmine table will have everyone doing 

double takes. The sultry silhouette is fashioned 
from tailored smoked glass and mounted on a solid 

wooden base. Classic black lacquer and luxurious gold 
plated intermix arching back and forth to reveal each 

color’s respective dominance in the design.

Dia. 152cm|60"  H 78cm|30,7"

The two tone metal ribbon of the Intuition dining 
table evokes the mysterious and divine feminine 

instinct. Carefree & unexpected swirls are guided by 
emotions and desires. Matt black metal swirl with 
metallic gold powder paint interior & smoked glass 

top. Without this, there is nothing. 

W  160cm|62" D  70cm|27"  H  76cm|29"

Initially it is a table. Then it becomes a table cut from 
clear glass, the top slightly smoked in bronze. Your 

eyes begin to wander down, drinking in the rhythmic 
design of the gold plated aluminum base, following 
every gold crevice leading down only to head back 

up; compelling you to continue staring. Soon enough, 
the simplicity of the table disappears, leaving only an 

intoxicating illusion of art coming to life. 

Dia. 152cm|60" or Dia. 182cm|72" H 78cm| 30,7"

Woven Allure and polished glamour leave nothing 
to chance in this stunning dining table. 

The beauty of the construction, and a simple, 
shapely silhouette set the tone for moments of 

indulgence. Interlaced exotic matte gold iron base 
with sophisticated bronze glass top. 

W  120cm|47,24" D  52cm|20,47"  H  210cm|82,68"

Designed with a profound admiration and influence 
of the French decorative arts, the Mademoiselle 
Armoire will transport you to another world in a 
crazy beautiful kind of way. Butterfly design and 

handler in polished brass over a silk lining opening 
to an interior covered in gold leaf with high-gloss 

varnish, 9 antique mirror drawers and 2 adjustable 
glass shelves. 

W  110cm|46,22" D 48cm|19,45"  H 255cm | 100,4"

Designed passionately and exquisitely by the 
incomparable talents powering Koket. The Camilia was 
created to grace the most regal of dining rooms with 

its elegance and splendour. Inspired by the aristocratic 
palaces of the Alexandrian pashas of Egypt, the mother 

of pearl Camilia is crowned by artisan hand-carved 
peacock, meticulously engraved and delicately finished 

in gold leaf. The structure is adorned with mother of 
pearl, opening to antique mirror finish composed of 2 

adjustable shelves and 4 drawers. 
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ORCHIDEA | CONSOLE

EXOTICA | DRESSING TABLE

OBBSEDIA | CONSOLE

YASMINE | SIDE TABLE

KIKI | SIDE TABLE

EXOTICA | SIDE TABLE CABRIOLE | SIDE TABLE

ENCHANTED | SIDE TABLE

LURIDAE | CONSOLE UNTAMED | CONSOLE

BURLESQUE | CONSOLE TEMPTATION| CONSOLE

W  150cm|59,1"  D  40cm|15,7"  H  90cm|35,4"

The vintage-inspired drama of this elegant console 
captures the essence of haute style. Sensuous 

curves and subtle gold gilt makes the Orchidea an 
irresistible choice.

Oval top in ebony veneer, structure in high gloss 
black lacquer with two drawers lined in black velvet 

and adorned with cast bronze orchid handles 
supported by a polished brass base. 

W 120cm|47,2"  D 45,5cm|17,9"  H 82cm|32,3"

Exuding feelings of fantasy, this highly coveted 
dressing table is bold, daring and seductive. 

Structure in high gloss black lacquer with the ultra-
soft reptile embossed velvet framing a gold metal 

top is juxtaposed with mesmerizing movements of 
emerald crystal tassels. 

W 150cm|59"  D 50cm|19,68"  H 91cm|35,83"

Initially it is a console. Then it becomes a console 
cut from clear glass, the top slightly smoked in 

bronze. Your eyes begin to wander down, drinking 
in the rhythmic design of the gold plated aluminum 

base, following every gold crevice leading down 
only to head back up; compelling you to continue 

staring. Soon enough, the simplicity of the console 
disappears, leaving only an intoxicating illusion of 

art coming to life. 

W 56cm|22"  D 61cm|24"  H 54cm|21,3"

Whoever said the best things come in small packages 
was absolutely right. The Yasmine side table captures 

the traditional sophistication with its durable black 
marble top while maintaining its modern edge with its 
solid wooden base. Classic black lacquer and luxurious 
gold plated intermix to reveal each color’s respective 

dominance in the intricate design.

Dia. 68cm|26,80"  H 69cm|27,17"  

The KIKI side table evokes the romantic and 
seductive beauty of Parisian cabaret life. The 

revealing frilled undergarments, the surprise high 
kicks, hoops in a circle accompanied by blinding 
splendour give this table a sassy new spin on 

design. Polished hoops with delicate iris floral as 
tips support a bronze glass top embraced by a 

polished brass frame. 

W 66cm|26"  D 45,5cm|17,9" H 62cm|24"  

Exuding feelings of fantasy, this highly coveted 
dressing table is bold, daring and seductive. 

Structure in high gloss black lacquer with the ultra-
soft reptile embossed velvet framing a gold metal 

top is juxtaposed with mesmerizing movements of 
emerald crystal tassels. 

W 66cm|26"  D 45,5cm|17,9" H 62cm|24"  

Nothing symbolizes 18th century furniture 
more than the cabriole leg; we have taken this 

exceedingly elegant leg and graced it with a 
precious glass case lined in luxurious velvet for a 

young modern & highly refined look. 

Dia. 46cm | 18"  H 55cm | 22"  

Our artisans have masterfully captured the alluring 
essence of an enchanted forest with this side 

table. Its antique gilded branch like structure can’t 
help but mesmerize the beholder. Top in birds eye 
veneer complimenting a cast brass oxidized gold 

plated base. 

W 144cm|57"  D  40cm|15,7"  H  90cm|35,4"

The seduction begins with black lacquer gently 
applied and coated with an even layer of high gloss 

varnish boldly covering the edges of the top.
It continues as the blackness slithers down to blend 

with the polished brass delicate legs. Finishing its 
temptation with brass Golden Dragonflies silently 

perching upon the midnight shade. 

W  145cm|57,20"  D  40cm|15,7"  H  90cm|35,4"

Revisit the dazzling world of a French cabaret 
through the Burlesque console. Its acrobatic 

polished brass loops & spins paired with black 
exotic skins and a black crystal on each one of the 4 
drawers exude the mysterious traits of a feisty diva. 

W 140cm|55,12"  D  48cm|19"  H  90cm|35,4"

Available as Dressing Table & Console. 
The Temptation console explodes with exoticism 
& verve with its untamed gold leaf curves playing 

side note to a four drawer top impeccably wrapped 
in a bronze metallic embossed python skin and 

adorned with an aged brass pull on each drawer. 

W  145 cm|57,1"  D 45,5cm|17,9"  H  82cm|32,3"

Fierce details packed with primal power, verve 
and bite wrap this reptilian console. Drawer fronts 

composed of various materials, antique mirror, 
bronze lacquer, multi-pewter iridescent leather, 
and brown leather, finely refined by brass coiled 

snake hardware.
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IVY | COFFEE TABLE JEZEBEL | SCREEN

EUPHORIA | SCREEN ADDICTA | MIRROR GUILT | MIRROR

ORCHIDEA | BEDSIDE TABLE

RÊVE | MIRROR FORBIDDEN | BED MISTRESS | CONFIDANTE

MANDY | SOFA GEISHA | SOFA DESIRE | SOFA

W 66cm|26" D  45,5cm|17,9"  H  62cm|24"

The vintage-inspired drama of this elegant console 
captures the essence of haute style. Sensuous curves 
and subtle gold gilt makes the Orchidea an irresistible 

choice. Oval top in ebony veneer, structure in high 
gloss black lacquer with two drawers lined in black 
velvet and adorned with cast bronze orchid handles 

supported by a polished brass base. 

W  200cm|78"  D  6cm|2,4"  H  160cm|63"

Inspired by the richness of traditional Venetian 
mirrors the Addicta makes for an opulent statement. 
Its subversive glamour is unforgettable and addictive. 

Mesmerizing its onlooker with bronze glass. 

Dia. 160cm|63"  D 20cm | 7,87"  

Sculptured gold tones of hammered and textured 
brass with a hint of hard edge surround a perfectly 

cut convex mirror. 

W  161cm|63,39" D  4cm|1,57"  H  210cm|82,7"

Fascinated with all things wild, from exotic wood 
textures to the delicate silhouettes of butterflies, 

the intriguing Euphoria screen captures the 
mystic and seduction that lies behind the wings 

of a luxurious butterfly.  Black lacquer finish 
accompanied by brass hardware and detailing.

Dia. 150cm|61" D  20cm|7,87"  

Poetry of design lies in the creation of illusions, 
the lust after Rêve finished in a matt black exterior 
with a high gloss metallic brass interior unleashes 

the rules of reality giving you the power of 
self-exploration.

W 173cm|68.1" D  78cm|30.7" H 78cm | 30,7"

This fluid and unusual sofa transcends design and 
jewelry. Conceived from a cuff bracelet, the Mandy sofa will 
embellish any setting with its soft black velvet upholstery 

and a base in twisted high-gloss polished brass.

W  130cm|51,2" D  90cm|35,4"  H 77cm|30,3"

Designed to perform in a matter that indulges the eyes, the 
Geisha‘s curves grace a room with the extravagance and 
poise of a Kyoto Geisha. Fully upholstered tight back Sofa 
with soft tufting on the cushions. A polished brass band 

wraps the piece leading to a modern & sleek polished brass 
foot complimenting a fully upholstered black velvet structure. 

W 145 cm|57,1"  D 93 cm|36,6" H 80 cm | 31,5"

Ignite your desire to be wanted in the comfort of this 
provocative fully upholstered satin sofa. A matt gold 
hammered brass band outlines its curves the way 

the mind outlines the female desire. 

 HEADBOARD W  254cm|100" D  76,2cm|30"  H  152,4cm|60"
BED BASE W  198,1cm|78" D  203,2cm|80"  H  30,5cm|12"

You can always rely on KOKET to push the limits 
with design. With the debut collection of beds the 

Forbidden Kiss embodies all that is sultry seductive. 
The sensuous union of the lips and body bring out 

emotions which lead to enticement and temptation 
just like a magnificent moment that never ends. 

Hand carved fully upholstered headboard and bed 
base delicately accented with gold leaf. 

Dia. 130cm|51,2"  H 93cm | 36,6"

Menacing and mesmerizing serpents embody an 
exotic, untouchable yet sensual aura giving the 

Mistress confidante the power to capture and seduce 
in every way. Luxurious black velvet upholstered 

round sofa, elegantly divided by an intricately hand 
carved serpent finished in a gold leaf. 

W  100cm|39,4" D  100cm|39,4"  H  35cm|13,8"

Though simplistic in its form, Ivy is far from being 
simple. Coils of golden rope are wrapped along 

the edges, giving away to the translucent outline. 
Golden spirals are twisted creating the illusion of 
tiny stacked beads for handles. And sleek slender 
legs rest themselves beneath its demure design. 

Details with smoked glass and brass finish. 

W  180cm|70,9" D  4cm|1,57"  H  210cm|82,7"

From the antique fashioned mirrors to the delicate 
detailed patterns, this temptress will have more 

than her fair share of lovers shielding themselves 
behind her screen. The enticing artwork is balanced 
against slender polished brass frames casting the 
object as a standing temptress awaiting her prey.
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COLETTE | SOFA

DÉLICE | SOFA

ENCHANTED | SOFA

DRAPESSE | SOFA

CAPRICHOSA | SOFA SEVILLIANA | SOFA

ENVY | CHAISE LONG PRIVÊ | DAY BED

NESSA | SOFA REPTILLIA | SOFA

VAMP | SOFA CHIGNON| SOFA

W 250cm|98,4"  D 70cm|27,6"  H 68cm|26,7"

A tribute to Parisian Femininity. The vibe is 
flirty, a little delicate, and ever so charming. Fully 

upholstered tight back sofa with perfectly pointed, 
aged brass legs delicately covered in an organic 

lace of intricate orchids.

W 140cm|55,1"  D 70cm|27,6"  H 877cm|30,31"

This exquisite confection embraces you with 
its heavenly curves & luscious accents. This 

upholstered delicacy is accented by ever so sweet 
black lacquered feet. 

W 173cm|68,1"  D 78cm|30,7"  H 78cm|30,7"

Our artisans have masterfully captured the alluring 
essence of an enchanted forest with this sofa. Its 

antique gilded branch like structure can’t help but 
mesmerize the beholder. Fully upholstered in lux velvet, 
complimenting a cast brass oxidized gold plated frame.  

W 240cm|98,48"   D 95cm|37,40"  H 95cm | 37,40"

Flirty and unpredictable like a modern woman, the 
Caprichosa’s voluptuous sofa design mimics a 

woman’s most desirable curves. Fitted like a little 
black dress in lux black velvet upholstery fabric and 

resting on dainty brass feet. 

W 210cm|82,67"   D 100cm|39,37"  H 82cm | 32,28"

Inspired by wild, passionate nights of the Spanish 
dance, the Sevilliana sofa design embodies the 

graceful curves and attire of Sevillana dancing girls. 
Become entranced in the movement of modern lines 
drawing your eye down to the flirtatious fringe that 

skirts the base.

W 166cm|65"  D 72cm|28,3"  H 165cm|65"

As a tribute to Dorothy Draper‘s high style we took the 
classic Drapesse sofa and added a bit of KOKET lavish 

& sensuous edge.  Complete with lux velvet and metallic 
cream leather, finished with polished brass feet. 

W 180cm|70,87"  D 70cm|27,56"   H 72cm | 28,35"  

Designed with a seductress in mind the Envy 
Chaise will ignite your affair with luxury design. Fully 
upholstered in lux cream velvet with a tailored fixed 
cushion. This irresistible chaise is accented with soft 

button tufting. A polished brass band wraps the piece 
leading to modern & sleek polished brass feet.

W 170cm|66,93"  D 72cm|28,35"  H 68cm|26,67"  

Not exactly flirtatious, certainly not sweet the Privê 
Day Bed guarantees sensuous drama. Exquisite 

flora inspired details adorn this seductive piece. A 
delicate branch-like base, stunning bronze & crystal 
jeweled bolsters, and sumptuous soft tufting make 

this an utterly desirable piece.

W 124cm|48,8"  D 65cm|25,6"  H 70cm|27,6"

Classic in its silhouette, the lustrous curves of this 
sofa complement those of the modern day woman. 

High gloss varnish reveals the many hues of the sultry 
magenta satin being draped and adorned. Detailed 

stitching trails along the edges leading down a path to 
solid wood legs elegantly finished in gold leaf. 

W 245cm|96,5"  D 130cm|51"  H 85cm|33,5"

Sexy, mysterious and uninterrupted lines give this 
sofa highly acclaimed glamour. Upholstered in lux 
velvet, cast antique aged brass metal resembling 

a thorn bush branch serves as a base to a 
sumptuously lounge sofa. 

W 140cm|55,1"  D 70cm|27,56"  H 77cm|30,31"

With an insatiable appetite for glamour KOKET 
designers took the classic tub chair to new heights 
with the elegant Chignon fully upholstered in a soft 

Reptilia Phyton Champagne colored fabric. 

W 385cm|151,6"  D 146cm|57,5"  H 78cm|30,7"

Revisit your animal fetish with this bold reptilian 
inspired sofa. Glorious lux black velvet upholstered 
curves are crowned by a meticulously hand carved 

crocodile. Each scale is delicately covered in gold 
leaf giving this fierce reptile and touch of the past. 

All supported by a polished brass frame.  
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DÉLICE | CHAIR CHIGNON | CHAIR NESSA | CHAIR

CHANDRA | CHAIRDELICIOSA | CHAIR

ENIGMA | CHAIRBESAME | CHAIRMIMI | CHAIR

CHANDRA | DINING CHAIR

DESIRE | CHAIR

W  86cm|33,9" D  71cm|28"  H  81cm|31,9"

Ignite your desire to be wanted in the comfort of 
this provocative fully upholstered satin sofa. A matt 
gold hammered brass band outlines its curves the 

way the mind outlines the female desire. 

W 68cm|26,8"  D 49cm|19,3"  H 62cm|24,4"

Chandra is both bold and daring. The modern edge 
in this chair exudes the feeling of vintage glam. 

While polished brass bands delicately bind the chair 
highlighting the sculpted fluidity of the tight back 

satin upholstery. 

W 65cm|25,59"  D 70cm|27,6"  H 77cm|30,31"

This exquisite confection embraces you with its 
heavenly curves & luscious accents. This fully 

upholstered delicacy is accented by ever so sweet feet.

W 68cm|26,8"  D 49cm|19,3"  H 78cm|30"

Chandra is both bold and daring. The modern edge in this 
chair exudes the feeling of vintage glam. While polished 
brass bands delicately bind the chair highlighting the 

sculpted fluidity of the tight back satin upholstery. 

W  62cm|24,4" D  65cm|25,6"  H  70cm|27,6"

Classic in its silhouette, the lustrous curves of this 
chair complement those of the modern day woman. 

High gloss varnish reveals the many hues of the sultry 
magenta satin being draped and adorned. Detailed 

stitching trails along the edges leading down a path to 
solid wood legs elegantly finished in gold leaf. 

W: 65cm|25,59" D 70cm|27,6"  H 77cm|30,31"

This exquisite confection embraces you with 
its heavenly curves & luscious accents. This 

upholstered delicacy is accented by ever so sweet 
black lacquered feet. 

W 85cm | 33,46"  D 85cm | 33,46"  H 82cm | 32,28"

Mimi is the sophisticated and flirty girl-next-door 
of living room chairs. This simple but sweet small 

armchair’s cozy design hugs your body in soft velvet 
upholstery fabric. Her attractive body with modern 

curves is accented by long, sexy brass legs. 

W 96cm|37,79"  D 73cm|28,74"  H 83cm | 32,68"

The succulent lines of the lips have sensuously 
captivated cultures for ages. Besame’s soft, plump 
curves will have you lusting for a moment of passion.
Be embraced by this fully upholstered chair that sits 

puckered atop a textured brass ring base.

W 72cm|28,35"  D 78cm|30,70"  H 78cm|30,70"

The enigma of a femme fatale is undeniably powerful 
and intensely dark. The endless allure, seductive 
beauty and mystery that lie in this persona are 

represented in every detail of this chair. An enthralling, 
curved design cloaked in a sultry black velvet 

upholstery fabric. 

W  70cm|27,56" D  70cm|27,56"  H  77cm|30,31"

With an insatiable appetite for glamour KOKET 
designers took the classic tub chair to new heights 
with the elegant Chignon fully upholstered in a soft 

Reptilia Phyton Champagne colored fabric. 

GEISHA | CHAIR

W 71cm|27,95"  D 68cm|26,77" H 76cm|29,92"  

Designed to perform in a matter that indulges the 
eyes, the Geisha‘s curves grace a room with the 
extravagance and poise of a Kyoto Geisha. Fully 

upholstered tight back Sofa with soft tufting on the 
cushions. A polished brass band wraps the piece leading 
to a modern & sleek polished brass foot complimenting a 

fully upholstered black velvet structure. 

DRAPESSE | CHAIR

W 83cm|32,7"  D 71cm|28"  H 163cm|64,2"  

As a tribute to Dorothy Draper‘s high style we 
took the classic Drapesse chair and added a bit of 

KOKET lavish & sensuous edge.
Complete with lux velvet and metallic cream leather, 

finished with polished brass feet. 
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ENCHANTED | DINING CHAIR ENCHANTED II | DINING CHAIR IGNITE | BENCH

LÉ-LÉ | BENCH CHANDRA | BAR STOOL ENCHANTED | BAR STOOL

W 47cm|18,5 " D 50cm|19,7" H 100cm|39,4" 

Our artisans have masterfully captured the alluring 
essence of an enchanted forest with this dining chair. 
Its antique gilded branch like structure can’t help but 

mesmerize the beholder. Upholstered in lux velvet, 
complimenting a cast brass oxidized gold plated frame.  

W 140cm|55,12"  D 48cm|18,11" H 58cm|22,83"

An affair with luxury. Shown upholstered in a 
sensuous cream velvet, with a solid wood high-gloss 
lacquer base to match and 2 crystal jeweled bolsters. 

W 68cm|26,8"  D 49cm|19,3"  H 105,4cm|41,5"

Chandra is both bold and daring. The modern edge in this 
chair exudes the feeling of vintage glam. While polished brass 

bands delicately bind the chair highlighting the sculpted 
fluidity of the tight back satin upholstery. 

W  68cm|26,8"  D 50cm|19,7"  H 110cm|43,3"

Our artisans have masterfully captured the alluring 
essence of an enchanted forest with this bar stool. Its 

antique gilded branch like structure can’t help but 
mesmerize the beholder. Upholstered in lux velvet, 

complimenting a cast brass oxidized gold plated frame.  

 W  47cm|18,5" D 50cm|19,7"  H  100cm|39,4"

Our artisans have masterfully captured the alluring 
essence of an enchanted forest with this dining chair. 
Its antique gilded branch like structure can’t help but 

mesmerize the beholder. Upholstered in lux velvet, 
complimenting a cast brass oxidized gold plated frame.  

W 160cm|63"  D 58cm|22,83" H 52cm|20,47"

It is passion in its most fiery form. A spark in the 
night that explodes into a sensation of longing. It’s 
not a quiet seduction, but a love that consumes your 
entire being in a burst of desire. Without this, there 
is nothing. Upholstered in lux midnight blue velvet 

with a tailored fixed cushion. It is accented with soft 
button tufting, completed with polished brass legs. 

INCANTO | BAR STOOLNESSA | BAR STOOL

TRÉSOR | STOOL GIA | CHANDELIER

INCANTO | BENCH

MANDY| STOOL

W 45cm|17,72"  D 55cm|21,65"  H 105cm|41,5"

Enticing simplicity is exemplified in this fluid and 
gracious bar stool.  Chartreuse rippled fabric 

combine with the rich ebony veneer complete a 
stunning masterpiece.  

W 59cm|19,69"  D 48cm|18,89"  H 110cm|43,3"

Classic in its silhouette, the lustrous curves of this bar 
stool complement those of the modern day woman. 

High gloss varnish reveals the many hues of the sultry 
chocolate satin being draped and adorned. Detailed 

stitching trails along the edges leading down a path to 
solid wood legs. 

W 40cm|15,7"  D 40cm|15,7"  H 45cm|17,7"

Trésor is the ultimate object of desire, the most 
beautiful, elegant and empowering stool of all emerging 
from the careful application of luscious velvet touches, 

fine brass finishes and passionate design. 

Dia. 80cm|31,5"  H 200cm|78,7"  

Imagine a gentle bouquet of flowers gracing your 
ceiling, the Gia chandelier consists of hand sculpted 

polished brass calla lilies tied by a simple string. 

W  45cm|17,72"  D 55cm|21,65"  H 56cm|22,05"

Enticing simplicity is exemplified in this fluid and gracious 
bench.  Chartreuse rippled fabric combine with the rich 

ebony veneer complete a stunning masterpiece.

W  53cm|20,87"  D  35cm|13,58"  H  45cm|17,72"

This fluid and unusual sofa transcends design and 
jewelry. Conceived from a cuff bracelet, the Mandy 
stool will embellish any setting with its soft black 

velvet upholstery and a base in twisted high-gloss 
polished brass.
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HYPNOTIC | CHANDELIER

NYMPH| CHANDELIER GIA | PENDANT ETERNITY ROUND | PENDANT

VIVRE 2 RINGS | CHANDELIER

Dia. 70cm|27,56"  H 73cm|28,74"

The Vivre Chandelier offers exquisite vintage details 
with a decidedly modern profile. The dark neutral 

tones and the exquisite patterns in the agate 
stones are uniquely captivating against the light 

and the gold metal which embraces each stone in 
perfect harmony & balance. 

Dia. 30cm|11,8"  H 30cm|11,8"

The elegant silhouette of this pendant takes 
its brilliance from the skillful application of the 

clear crystals. The eternal circles are individually 
wrapped in polished brass and placed with 

astonishing attention to detail. The end result is an 
extraordinary source of light

Dia. 20cm|7,9"  H 200cm | 78,7" (adjustable)

Imagine a gentle flower gracing your ceiling, the Gia 
pendant consist of a single hand sculpted polished 

brass callal illy tied by a simple string.

Dia. 80cm|31,5"  H 53cm|20,9"

This sleek and elegant chandelier will hypnotize 
its audience. You will become mesmerized as the 
intricately fashioned chandelier coils and bends in 

golden spirals; weaving itself elaborately within the 
sharp polished lines of the hexagonal silhouette. 
The graceful pattern of cut polished brass detail 

compliment  the black glass component of this piece. 

Dia. 75cm|29,5"  H  75cm|29,5"

The Nymph chandelier embraces the wild side of this 
rare and beautiful animal that so gracefully bejewels the 
lighting fixture. Delicate brass butterflies hover in the air 
in perfect harmony composing an overblown dramatic 

silhouette, which gives shape to a luxurious golden 
chandelier. Nymph is a truthful legacy of KOKET’s haute 
couture experience in exquisite goods, goddess-y shapes 

and hand-crafted drama.

VIVRE RECTANGULAR | CHANDELIER

VIVRE SQUARE | CHANDELIER

W 105cm|41,34"  D 43cm|16,93"  H 43cm|16,93"  

The Vivre Chandelier offers exquisite vintage details 
with a decidedly modern profile. The dark neutral 

tones and the exquisite patterns in the agate stones 
are uniquely captivating against the light and the gold 
metal which embraces each stone in perfect harmony 

& balance. Fourteen hand selected agate slices with 
light shining through, offer the perfect glow.  

W 71cm|27,95"  D 68cm|26,77" H 76cm|29,92"  

The Vivre Chandelier offers exquisite vintage details 
with a decidedly modern profile. The dark neutral 

tones and the exquisite patterns in the agate 
stones are uniquely captivating against the light 

and the gold metal which embraces each stone in 
perfect harmony & balance. 

VIVRE | CHANDELIER

Dia. 70cm|27,56"   H 43cm|16,93"

The Vivre Chandelier offers exquisite vintage details 
with a decidedly modern profile. The dark neutral 

tones and the exquisite patterns in the agate stones 
are uniquely captivating against the light and the 
gold metal which embraces each stone in perfect 

harmony & balance. Ten hand selected agate slices 
with light shining through, offer the perfect glow.  

ETERNITY III | CHANDELIER
W 130cm|51,18"  D 60cm|23,62"  H 30cm|11,8"  

The elegant silhouette of this chandelier takes 
its brilliance from the skillful application of the 
black crystal. The eternal circles are individually 

wrapped in polished brass and placed with 
astonishing attention to detail. The end result is an 

extraordinary source of light. 

ETERNITY II | CHANDELIER

D 80cm|31,5"  H 10cm|4,8"   

The elegant silhouette of this chandelier takes 
its brilliance from the skillful application of 

the crystal. The eternal circles are individually 
wrapped in polished brass and placed with 

astonishing attention to detail. The end result is an 
extraordinary source of light. 

ETERNITY | CHANDELIER

Dia. 80cm|31,5"  H 30cm|11,8"  

The elegant silhouette of this chandelier takes its 
brilliance from the skillful application of the crystal. 

The eternal circles are individually wrapped in polished 
brass and placed with astonishing attention to detail. 

The end result is an extraordinary source of light.

GIA II | CHANDELIER
W 385cm|151,6"  D 146cm|57,5"  H 78cm|30,7"

Imagine a gentle bouquet of flowers gracing your 
ceiling, the Gia chandelier consists of hand sculpted 

polished brass calla lilies tied by a simple string.
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ETERNITY SQUARE | PENDAT VIVRE | SCONCE BRILLIANCE | SCONCE

ETERNITY | SCONCE NYMPH | SCONCE BOTANICA | SCONCE

CHLOE | SCONCE

GEM | TABLE LAMP

PASSION | SCONCE FLORA | SCONCE

LOTUS | FLOOR LAMP

W 30cm|11,8"  D 30cm|11,8"  H 30cm|11,8"

The elegant silhouette of this pendant takes 
its brilliance from the skillful application of the 

clear crystals. The eternal circles are individually 
wrapped in polished brass and placed with 

astonishing attention to detail. The end result is an 
extraordinary source of light

W 32cm|12,06"  D 18cm|7,09"  H 43cm|16,93" 

The Vivre Sconce offers exquisite vintage details 
with a decidedly modern profile. The dark neutral 

tones and the exquisite patterns in the agate stone 
is uniquely captivating against the light and the 
gold metal which embraces the stone in perfect 

harmony & balance. One hand selected agate slices 
with light shining through, offers the perfect glow. 

W 28cm|11"  D 19cm|7,5"  H 70cm|27,6"

The innocent drama of a whimsical butterfly through the 
enchanted journey of life. The Nymph sconce embraces 

the wild side of this rare and beautiful animal that so 
gracefully bejewels the lighting fixture. Delicate brass 

butterflies hover in the air in perfect harmony composing 
an overblown dramatic silhouette, which gives shape to 
a luxurious golden sconce. Nymph is a truthful legacy of 
KOKET’s haute couture experience in exquisite goods, 

goddess-y shapes and hand-crafted drama.

W 26cm|10,2"  D 18cm|7,9"  H 62cm|24,4"

The intricate petals and stems of the Botanica 
sconce create a whimsical seduction reminiscent of a 

fairytale. Appealing brass flower plated with gold. 

W 35cm|13,8"  D 15cm|5,91"  H 45cm|17,7"

Unexpected twists in the magically evocative 
ribbon awaken your deepest senses giving you the 

impression of being wrapped in the impulsive charm 
of a little girl.  Exquisite leaf detailing in gilded bronze 

finished in gold.

Dia. 37cm|14,57"    H 84cm|33,07"

As a tribute to a diamond’s devastating power of 
enticement we have created this stunning lamp to represent 
the journey of the gem’s rough beginnings to exquisite end. 
Like any great love affair, it starts out rugged and wild then 

slowly matures into something elegant and eternal. Finished 
in an antique gold base with an emerald green gem.

W 32cm|12,6"    D 15cm|5,91" H 40cm|15,75"

Inspired by Nature, this luminous wall sconce symbolizes the 
link between first love and a flower when it first blooms. Both 
begin as something shy and reserved—like a secret treasure 
meant to be protected. Yet both hold an internal glow that 

shines with the promise of grace and radiance. Exquisite leaf 
detailing in cast bronze finished in gold. 

W 25cm| 9,8"    D 23cm|9"  H 70cm|27,6"

An unusual sconce whose beauty is as unconventional as it 
is tantalizing.  Aged brass intricately sculpted fixture makes 

for a hip petal pusher look. 

W  68cm|26,8"  D 50cm|19,7"  H 110cm|43,3"

The poetic Lotus floor lamp is a dramatically 
exquisite way to add splendor to any setting. Luxury 

craftsmanship is present in the meticulous hand 
carving and finishing of the base. Hand carved wood 

base, finished in a high gloss translucent color 
varnish over a silver leaf. Lampshade covered in a 

low sheen black silk with gold lining. 

 W  50m|19,7"  D 15cm|5,9"  H  50cm|19,7"

Tantalizing tones and exquisite patterns in the agate 
stones are cast onto gold rays of metal giving this 
sconce show stopping qualities. Our hand selected 

agate stones come in a choice of colors that will 
show off the structure of the sconce. The slices are 
thin enough to let light shine through the agate and 

are approximately 6-8 inches in diameter.

W 26cm|10,24"  D 18cm|7,09"  H 62cm|24,41"

The elegant silhouette of this sconce takes its 
brilliance from the skillful application of the 

clear crystals. The eternal circles are individually 
wrapped in polished brass and placed with 

astonishing attention to detail. The end result is an 
extraordinary source of light. 
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Finishes





Appliques
Handles and

Finishes

BURLESQUE BLACK 
CRYSTAL HANDLE

Finish: Brass

LÉ-LÉ FLOWER
Finish: Brass

GOLD LEAF HIGH GLOSS 
VARNISH

SILVER LEAF HIGH 
GLOSS VARNISH

COPPER LEAF HIGH 
GLOSS VARNISH

MOTHER OF PEARL 
IVORY 

MOTHER OF PEARL 
GOLD

ANTIQUE GOLD IRIDESCENT GREEN

GOLD POWDER HIGH 
GLOSS VARNISH PAINT

SILVER POWDER HIGH 
GLOSS VARNISH PAINT

COPPER POWDER HIGH 
GLOSS VARNISH PAINT

UNTAMED SNAKE PULL
Finish: Brass

EXOTICA JEWEL PULL
Finish: Brass

LURIDAE DRAGONFLY 
PULL

Finish: Brass

NYMPH BUTTERFLY 
Finish: Brass JEWEL

BEETLE JEWEL
Finish: Brass

LIZARD JEWEL
Finish: Brass

ENCHANTED BRANCH
Finish: Brass

BURLESQUE CLEAR 
CRYSTAL HANDLE

Finish: Brass

ORCHIDEA FLOWER
Finish: Brass

DIVINE DRAWER PULL
Finish: Brass

TEMPTATION DRAWER 
PULL

Finish: Brass

ETERNITY CRYSTALS
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Metal
Finishes

Mirrors

Glass

WoodVeneers

GOLD PLATED BRASS COPPER PLATED BRASS NICKEL PLATED BRASS GUILT HAMMERED GOLD GUILT HAMMERED 
COPPER

HAMMERED GOLD 
PLATED BRASS

HAMMERED COPPER 
PLATED BRASS

HIGH GLOSS EBONY 
VENEER

ANTIQUE MIRROR

BRONZE GLASS

BRONZE MIRROR

SMOKED GLASS

SMOKED MIRROR

BLACK LACQUERED 
GLASS

CLEAR MIRROR

CLEAR GLASS

HIGH GLOSS WALNUT 
VENEER

PALISANDER VENEER HIGH GLOSS ROSEWOOD 
VENEER

HIGH GLOSS POPLAR HIGH GLOSS BLACK 
LACQUER

GEM OXIDIZED 
BRUSHED BRASS

BRUSHED STAINLESS 
STEEL

DESIRE BRASS SAMPLE ENCHANTED BRASS 
SAMPLE

VIVRE BRASS SAMPLE
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Gems 

Flair

Fabrics
Collection

BLACK AGATE SLICE

FLAIR SEAGREEN FLAIR SLATE FLAIR NICKELFLAIR TAUPEFLAIR WHITE FLAIR GOLD

FUSCHIA AGATE SLICE BLUE AGATE SLICE NATURAL AGATE SLICE AMBER AGATE SLICE GEM PINK STONE

Satina

Brilliant Velvet

Lux Velvet

SATINA MAGENTA

BRILLIANT
VELVET GOLD

LUX VELVET 
CREAM

BRILLIANT 
VELVET SLATE

LUX VELVET 
DARK  CHOCOLATE

BRILLIANT 
VELVET VANILA

LUX VELVET 
COCOA

BRILLIANT
VELVET MAGENTA

LUX VELVET 
MIDNIGHT BLUE

BRILLIANT 
VELVET BLACK

LUX VELVET 
BLACK

SATINA VERDI CHARTREUSE SATINA BLACK SATINA SLATE SATINA WHITE
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Sublime

SUBLIME BRONZE SUBLIME COCOA SUBLIME
DARK CHOCOLATE

SUBLIME BLACK

ROUCHED CHAMPAGNE ROUCHED SLATE ROUCHED CREAM

Rouched

Reptilia

REPTILIA LIZARD 
CHAMPAGNE

REPTILIA LIZARD 
PEWTER

REPTILIA LIZARD 
TAUPE

REPTILIA LIZARD 
CHOCOLATE

REPTILIA LIZARD 
BLACK

REPTILIA CROC
 PEWTER

REPTILIA CROC 
CHOCOLATE

REPTILIA CROC
BLACK

REPTILIA CROC 
CHAMPAGNE

Premier 
Finishes 

PYTHON LAMB SKIN CROC COPPER PYTHON JET BLACK IRIDESCENT LUX CROC IRIDESCENT PEACOCK 
FEATHERS

REPTILIA PYTHON 
PEWTER

REPTILIA PYTHON 
TAUPE

REPTILIA PYTHON
 BLACK
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Terms
andConditions

By placing an order it is implied that you accept our terms and 
conditions as listed below:

Pricing
We reserve the right, without prior notice, to discontinue products or 
change specifications and prices on products. Prices always refer to 
one unit and are Ex-Works Rio Tinto, Portugal. For USA clients Ex-
Works Virginia. All pricing is determined by qualification of customer.
Packaging is always included in our price; however if the customer 
requires specific packaging, they will be charged accordingly.

Taxes
All taxes and excises of any nature whatsoever now or hereafter 
levied by governmental authority, whether federal, state or local, 
either directly or indirectly, upon the sale or transportation of any 
goods covered, hereby, shall be paid and borne by Buyer. 

Accounts & Order Terms
There are no required minimums when purchasing at Designer 
Net pricing. A credit application accompanied by the customer’s 
certificate of resale is requiredto open an account. All accounts will be 
opened as pro-forma. Open credit terms will be considered on a case 
by case basis after the first pro-forma order. By submitting an order 
you are warranting that you are a valid retail business or licensed 
interior designer (—Designer—), that you are making wholesale tax-
exempt purchases for resale, and that you agree to be bound by this 
Agreement. Once your order is confirmed there are no cancellations. 

Balance is due upon receipt of product(s) to Seller from Manufacturer. 
Buyer then has up to ten (10) business days to pay the remaining 
balance of their outstanding invoice and arrange for shipping of 
product(s). Failure to do so, within ten (10) business days, will result 
in additional fees. These fees are outlined in PRODUCT AND STORAGE 
FEES Section. All pieces are the property of KOKET until payment is 
received in full. KOKET reserves the right to defer the dispatch date until 
the balance of the order is received. All orders in the amount of $3,500 
or less will require payment in full prior to processing the order.

Lead Time For Production Is Minimum 12 Weeks For 
The Guilty
Pleasures And Exotic Opulence Collections. We reserve the right, 
without prior notice, to change this lead time.  For pieces with custom 
specifications or orders of large quantities we reserve the right to 
adjust the time of delivery accordingly. 

Freight
Shipping costs are not included in the price of an item. If a purchase 
order is received with the freight carrier noted as —Best Way— or if no 
carrier is noted, customer service will assign a carrier based on the 
destination.

This in no way implies that KOKET is responsible for the performance 
of the carrier. Seller product shipment includes door-to-door, 
drop off service only. Delivery personnel are limited to delivering to 
physical shipping address only. They are not permitted to cross the 
threshold of building, home, or office with shipment. Nor can they 
handle, uncrate, or remove any packaging or materials. Should Buyer 
request a specific method of shipment beyond the aforementioned 
shipping method of Seller, the Buyer is subject to all additional costs 
of additional services. Additional services would include, but are not 
limited to: air freight, special handling, and/or white glove services.  
Referral to a residential or white glove delivery service is by no means 
indicative of KOKET resonsiblity in the handling or delivery of freight. 
Any shipments returned to Seller as a result of Buyer’s unexcused 
delay or failure to accept delivery will require Buyer to pay all additional 
costs incurred by Seller including storage fees.

Freight Policy & Damage Claims
When your order is nearing completion, we will notify you so shipment 
can be arranged. All products are carefully packed and inspected prior 
to shipment. The refusal of damaged merchandise in no way relieves 
the purchaser of responsibility for payment of goods. We are not 
responsible for loss or damage in transit. All items must be inspected 
for damage prior to signing. Therefore, responsibility for damage 
occurring in transit is the owner’s responsibility and all claims for 
freight damage must be made within 48 hours of receipt. KOKET 
will not accept any claim on merchandise after the 48 hour period. 
Digital photographs of damaged goods and boxes will be required for 
replacement of damaged goods.  Save all damaged crates/packaging 
until claim with carrier is settled. Signature of receipt by your agent or
employee constitutes full acceptance of all packages stated on the bill 
of lading or electronic clipboard in as is condition. You are responsible 
for all shipping and return charges for any shipment that is refused 
as well as forfeiture of your deposit. The refusal of damaged 
merchandise in no way relieves the purchaser of responsibility for 
payment of goods.  We shall not be liable for delay in shipment for 
any cause, nor shall any delay entitle you to cancel any order after it 
has shipped or refuse delivery. You agree that the shipping address 
provided to KOKET in writing is a valid shipping address for your retail 
business.

PRODUCT AND STORAGE FEES 
Upon completion additional storage fees of 1% of total invoice price 
per week will be charged to store merchandise if outstanding invoice 
balance is not paid in full and shipping arrangements have not been 
made within ten (10) business days from the date of product reception 
from Manufacturer. The 1% charge will be compounding each week 
until outstanding invoice is paid in full and shipping arrangements 
have been paid. 
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Return Authorization
KOKET does not accept returns. 
It is within our sole discretion as to whether to accept returns of 
merchandise. Items returned without our prior authorization will 
be refused at buyer’s expense. Returned items must be in their 
original condition and packaging, and you shall prepay and be liable 
for all charges in connection with the shipping of returned goods, 
including insurance. The 50% non-refundable deposit will be kept on 
all returns of merchandise. Custom items are not returnable under 
any circumstances.

Order Cancellation
All goods are custom made to order specifications. Orders are 
not cancellable after five (5) working days since the day of the 1st 
payment of the order, nor returnable. If the order is canceled within 
the five business days allowed, the amount already paid will be 
credited (KOKET Credit Note) to the same entity that was ordered 
from us. Changes in orders, returns or cancellations require prior 
written approval from manufacturer. In every other aspects (delay, 
client indecision, lost of projects, etc) the amount paid to KOKET will 
not be refunded or credited as Credit notes, and the client will lose 
any right to the goods.
Such orders will be subject to change, cancellation or stocking fees up 
to 50% of the net selling price.

Contract/hospitality Orders
KOKET has the ability to customize existing products or new products 
to meet contract specifications.These orders will necessitate special 
pricing based on quantity and features. Please contact KOKET for 
contract quotes.

Custom Orders 
These orders will necessitate special pricing based on quantity and 
features. All custom designs are subject to a non-refundable design 
fee plus any customization charges. In specific cases of customization, 
additional design fees may apply. This will be determined on a case-
by-case basis at which time the Buyer will be notified of any said 
fees. For pieces with custom specifications we reserve the right to 
extend the listed lead time. Custom orders are not returnable under 
any circumstances. 

Internet Policy
Dealer internet websites may neither advertise, nor in any way, 
display the KOKET name, logo, product images or any other 
proprietary company emblems or information without prior written 
consent from the company. 

Dealer websites may not display pricing lower than KOKET’s MSRP, 
promotional offers, discounts or value statements (e.g. lowest price 
in town). Please contact KOKET for further company guidelines on 
internet usage.

Distribution Policy
We reserve the right not to sell to, or continue to sell to, any dealer 
whose distribution or sales tactics result in a negative effect on our 
ability to compete and sell into a region.

Product Standards
Each KOKET design is hand crafted. While every effort is made to 
maintain uniformity, slight variations may occur.

Stock
We keep a reasonable number of products available for shipment. To 
get hold of our Ready to Ship list, please contact one of our Sales and 
Product Specialists or access through this link: Ready to Ship. 

Force Majeure
All quoted completion and delivery dates are estimates only. 
Manufacturer shall not be liable for delays in completion or shipment 
or default in delivery for any reason of force majeure or for any 
cause beyond Manufacturer’s reasonable control including, but 
not limited to, (a) government action, war, riots, civil commotion, 
embargoes or martial laws, (b) Manufacturer’s inability to obtain 
necessary materials from its usual sources of supply, (c) shortage 
of labor, raw material, production or transportation facilities or 
other delays in transit, (d) labor difficulty involving employees of 
Manufacturer or others, (e) fire, flood or other casualty, or (f) other 
contingencies of manufacture or shipment. In the event of any delay 
in Manufacturer’s performance due in whole or in part to any cause 
beyond Manufacturer’s reasonable control, Manufacturer shall 
have such additional time for performance as may be reasonably 
necessary under the circumstances. Acceptance by Buyer of any 
goods shall constitute a waiver by Buyer of any claim for damages
on account of any delay in delivery of such goods.

Warranty And Disclaimer
There are no warranties with our products. When issues arise, KOKET 
reserves the right to determine whether a replacement or repair is 
most appropriate.  

Furniture
Many wood and metal finishes are applied by hand and may vary in 
color, tone and character. While Manufacturer will make every effort 
to match a finish, no guarantee can be made of an exact match. 
Manufacturer does not guarantee finishes against fading and 
oxidizing. Variations in color and veining are inherent in stone and 
wood and considered to be part of the natural beauty. Furniture and 
lighting is handmade, and therefore is subject to slight variations.

Textiles
Manufacturer does not guarantee fabrics, dyed or natural, from 
fading. The foregoing warranty is in lieu of and excludes all other 
warranties not expressly set forth herein, whether express or implied 
by operation of law or otherwise, including but not limited to any 
implied warranties of merchantability or fitness.

Exclusions
All of Manufacturer’s drawings, descriptive matter, weights, 
dimensions, descriptions and illustrations contained in the 
Manufacturer’s catalogues, prices lists or advertisements are close 
approximations only and intended to give a general description of 
the goods and shall not form part of this agreement. Furniture and 
lighting is handmade, and therefore is subject to slight variations.

Remedies Upon Default
Manufacturer requires payment for any shipment hereunder in 
advance. If Buyer fails to make payment in accordance with the terms 
of this agreement or otherwise fails to comply with any provision 
hereof, Manufacturer may, at its option, cancel any unshipped portion 
of this order, retain the goods and declare a forfeiture of the deposit 
as liquidated damages. 

TERMS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME 
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
Payment Details
Wire Transfer | Please contact us for account information.
USA: WIRE TRANSFERE FEE: 18$
REST OF THE WORLD: WIRE TRANSFERE FEE: 12€

Check Payment
Please write checks to KOKET, LLC
Send to: KOKET, LLC
9255 Center Street, Suite 102
Manassas, VA 20110, USA
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Contacts
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